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More hex layouts would improve 
flexibility to optimize based on cost, 
schedule, demonstrated yield  and 
risk - This is really critical as the 
project moves forward

What are the impacts of shifting 
some of the wafer designs from 
Rhombus to Hex? 

Toki will show Hex layouts for all 
wafers to see what actually fits 

All: Discuss options based on these 
layouts and investigation into a 
switch to Hex

Need to resolve reasonably soon: 
implications for module design, 
optical design could be large
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pBD has all Rhombus (except SAT HF), this is not well matched 
to Fab. site expertise
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Extras



 
● We need to resolve a few issues before we can 

make production layouts (will be discussed in 
parallel sessions):
○ Number of darks (and what are they)
○ Hex vs rhombus 
○ Internal pixel layouts (documentation)
○ Bondpad locations, materials and frequency 

mapping
○ RF coupling design and interfaces to detectors 
○ Readout and module design and interfaces
○ Anything else?

LATs and SATs both expressed preference for MF first, 
but if it is easier to settle all these issues for other types 
we should think about getting them started
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Path to potentially deployable wafers and 
pre-production



● Each detector type will be fabricated by at least 2 sites
● Build on existing experience (NIST - SO, LAT MF, JPL - SATs, LBL and UCB 

support each other, SLAC will start production in FY25, etc)
● Assignment of detector types to fab sites allows focused R&D  
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Detector Fabrication Plan cont.



● Rates and detector types discussed with each site and iterated.
● Production rates require minimum ramp-up in capabilities at all sites
● Additional capacity is possible at most sites, with appropriate warning
● Plan to reoptimize based on performance, cost and schedule at least annually
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Draft Production Fabrication plan (v5) 



Fab sites have different equipment, experience and expertise

● Hex vs Rhombus layout
○ All sites could make Hex wafers (or square or rectangle)
○ Rhombus layout requires x3 more masks and lithography steps and stitching if sites do not have a 

stepper that can rotate
○ NIST, SLAC have equipment to do Rhombus, ANL is doing R&D for Rhombus layout with their 

existing equipment
○ LBL/Seeqc, Marvel and JPL prefer no crossovers and Hex layout

● Wiring Crossover/under and  Mapping Freq. to bond pads:  
○ Hex: bondpad pairs alternate frequencies, does not require crossovers: see Toki’s talk (slide)
○ Rhombus: one freq per side, layout as implemented by NIST has lots of crossovers: see 

Shannon’s talk (slides)

● RF structures internal to the pixel differ
○ Will need to document what was included in RF simulations (2D or 3D, coupling and horns) and 

what has been demonstrated for upcoming reviews
○ Size matters - some features may be too large for dense layouts

● Discussed with DSAC: supported allowing mix of approaches based on fab. site 
experience, but don’t mix Hex and Rhombus in same wafer types.  Different 
layouts for different bands seems fine.
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Recent challenges: Matching wafer layouts to 
Fab. site expertise

LBL (Seeqc and UCB)

NIST

CDFG wafer layouts

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1St8TmiaUcXUZrcAY5i3pjQTZjbSrTc9G/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ahJHM9PUD95UwC0i_WUap4YuIJWATd1fkDs8370qYg4/edit?usp=sharing


● It is preferable to finish off detectors in 
integral units of cryostats (SAT and 
LAT) 

○ integration and testing in the US 
○ deployment after testing fully loaded 

cryostats
○ Preproduction modules could be used for 

some tests
● Plan (next page) 

○ 1st SAT finished in FY24
○ SPLATR finished in first half of FY25
○ Assumes “sufficient” funding

● Many other distributions possible, this is 
just a start
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Detector Fabrication Plan Assumptions


